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Introduction

Day 1: Imprinting
•
•
•

The plasticity of social relationships, categorized by change in power
(hierarchy) and affiliation (sympathy), is a central aspect of our life and
explains a wide range of human behavior.

Day 2: Modification (Updating or Remapping)

Here we transfer the concept of cognitive mapping from spatial
navigation to the social domain and use virtual reality to investigate:
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Detailed virtual city
4 Interaction partners
2 High Power – Low Affiliation
2 Low Power – High Affiliation

Variables of interest

1) Is social navigation modified based on the behavior of the
interaction partner?
2) Do older adults show less adaptive behavior when interaction
partners change their behavior?

•
•
•
•

32 participants (16 younger, 16 older)
196 trials on 2 days (98 power, 98 affiliation)
Interactions modulate power and affiliation
of interaction partners

•
Physical navigation
Age difference reported

•

Social navigation
Age difference?

Power and affiliation coordinates on testing
day 1 and testing day 2
Polar angle difference between testing days
(∆ – angle) (power modulated by affiliation)

Linked to hippocampal
social cognitive mapping
(Tavares et. Al. 2015)

Tavares et. Al. 2018
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Results
1) Social navigation is modified based on the
behavior of interaction partners

Discussion
2) Older adults show less adaptive behavior when interaction
partners change their behavior

(Tavares et. Al. 2015)

• Social categorization adapts if conflicting
behavior is encountered
• This mechanism is less flexible in older adults

Consistent behavior on Day 2
Participants modified the ‘positioning’ of avatars in social
space when interaction partners changed behavior
(remapping)
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Inconsistent behavior on Day 2

• We hypothesize that this is due to impaired
hippocampal cognitive mapping

No age differences in positioning the avatar in social space, but
older adults did not adapt power modulated by affiliation when interaction
partners changed behavior
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